Corpsing

Corpsing is British theatrical slang for unintentionally laughing during a non-humorous performance. In North American
TV and film, this is commonly referred to as breaking character or simply "breaking".Wikipedia defines it as follows:
"Corpsing is a theatrical slang term used to describe when an actor breaks character during a scene - usually by laughing
or ."Corpsing" (also called "breaking") is actor-speak for having an unscripted fit of laughter onstage, so-called because
the worst time to have the giggles is when one is playing a corpse.There is nothing more infectious than laughter - it can
even be transmitted over YouTube. Below we present 20 "corpsing" clips guaranteed to have you giggling at your
computer. 1. The classic sporting corpse, providing proof that few things are funnier than well-spoken English men
giggling.We Yanks have no convenient piece of slang that approximates your lovely term " corpsing". But that doesn't
mean our actors don't succumb.In praise of corpsing on stage. At this time of year, you'll find plenty of actors breaking
down in laughter. Irritating and unprofessional or can it.10 Feb - 3 min - Uploaded by paulflynnmp Short Sea
Shipping.22 May - 2 min - Uploaded by Marcus Morelli Official Trailer for the feature film "Corpsing" Written &
Directed by JEFF MONAHAN Produced by.15 Aug - 3 min - Uploaded by The Audiopedia What does CORPSING
mean? CORPSING meaning - CORPSING definition - CORPSING.Corpsing synonyms, Corpsing pronunciation,
Corpsing translation, English dictionary definition of Corpsing. n. A dead body, especially the dead body of a.28 Jul - 12
min - Uploaded by vincenzopiso.com Even for the best actors, some scenes are too ridiculous to play them straight. Join
http://www.2 Dec - 51 sec - Uploaded by wjr1ftkt BBC newsreader copsing after getting tangled up by double-entendre
and a large bull story.30 Jan - 2 min - Uploaded by Vivianfone vincenzopiso.com Song:Inhale Band:Corpsing
Album:Watching the Thinker.Perhaps Ms Wallace confuses "corpsing" with "drying", the actor's failure to remember
her or his lines? But that is quite a different matter.Many thanks to Mahmoud Osman for asking his question about
uncontrollable laughter in rehearsal or even on stage. This is what we in Britain call 'corpsing'.corpsing. Definition from
Wiktionary, the free dictionary. Jump to navigation English[edit]. Verb[edit]. corpsing. present participle of corpse.
Retrieved from.Corpsing is actor-speak for having an unscripted fit of laughter onstage, so-called because the worst time
to have the giggles is when one is playing a corpse.Corpsing has ratings and 26 reviews. Orlok said: This is very
enjoyable read - contemporary Britain, stylish people whose lives burst with erotic pot.Corpsing is defined as breaking
from character due to an uncontrolled bout of laughter. It makes for prime TV and is oftentimes more funny than.I love
when wrestler's improv or break character more than anything, and can only recall a few. My favorite being Goldust
making Triple H and.
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